
Bling is Bold!

All that glitters is not necessarily gold. 

It can be silver, copper, brass, or pewter... glimmer and glamour come in a multitude 

of exciting shades. The beauty of shimmery and shiny accessories and furnishings is that

a little can go a long way. You can invest minimally to get maximum impact.

Another way to update is to use fabrics that shimmer and sparkle with movement for

drapes and sheers. You'll achieve a very modern but nevertheless edgy feel. Glass and

crystal in lighting fixtures and furniture are also a fantastic way to refract light and attain

a brilliant and updated look.

There are so many bright ways of updating your living space. Below are a few of our 

favorite finds. Let us know if we can light up your home in any way!

SPOTTED!

Haute Couture Chair.

Dress it up with a shimmery or metallic

fabric on the seat. Coupled with those

graceful and feminine lines at the back,

any boudoir can be transformed into

the epitome of Hollywood glamour. 

MORE DAZZLE

When you have a beautiful set of legs and a gracefully proportioned

body with a metallic finish, you are guaranteed that heads will turn!

This fabulous piece is sure to add that certain je ne sais quoi to any

hallway or living room. 

Add some bling and polish to your

home with this stunning drop-shaped

piece. It can stand alone as a side

table, or group a few together to

form a coffee table that make a bold

statement.

I welcome feedback or comments as I would like to make this newsletter as useful as possible for you. Feel free to

pass this along to friends or let me know if you would like me to add someone to the mailing list.

Leslie N. Hayes

LIGHTING NEWS

Blown glass and metal will light

up your rooms with this brilliant

combination of materials on a

spiraling, tumbling pendant.
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DESIGN

ASSIGNMENTS

Besides designing rooms 

and outdoor spaces, 

clients hire me for some 

of the following:

· Paint color choices

· Finding fabric, furniture, 

accent pieces, 

light fixtures, or 

accessories

· Choosing finishes, tiles, 

and materials for 

bathroom and kitchen 

renovations

· Rearranging rooms

· Space planning

· Consultations
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